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ABSTRACT
While the technology of Deep Learning (DL) is a powerful tool when
properly trained for image analysis and classification applications,
some factors for its optimization rely solely on the training data and
their environment. In an effort to tackle the problem of knowledge
bias created during the training process of a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) and specifically Adversarial Networks for image augmen-
tation, this work presents an entirely unsupervised methodology
for discovering the unfairness level of Deep Learning (DL) models
and in extend, its wrongly accumulated or biased classes. Fdi, the
proposed evaluation metric for quantizing the level of unfairness
of a model is introduced, along with the method of weighting the
model’s knowledge and producing its weakest aspects in a data-
agnostic way.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computer systems organization→Client-server architectures;
•Theory of computation→Unsupervised learning and clustering;
• Mathematics of computing→ Density estimation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the field of image processing and artificial intelligence (AI), the
discrimination, unfairness or biased direction of the data, indicates
their tendency to be unevenly distributed, leaning in fact towards
a specific category subset[12–14, 16, 30]. This implies that, in the
case of Machine Learning (ML) or Deep Learning (DL) the perfor-
mance of the given algorithm will heavily depend on the statistical
distribution of the corresponding dataset. Therefore, the fairness,
or lack thereof, of a given set of data, intended to be used in ML
or DL implementations, will in extend decide the quality of the
produced model and its expected outcome, e.g. data classification
and augmentation, anomaly detection, recommendation systems,
and so on. Furthermore, the same fairness evaluation problem for
federated solutions could be applied to other machine learning, cy-
bersecurity and computer vision tasks, such as anomaly detection
for UAVs and other systems [3, 11, 20, 21], pose, face and behaviour
analysis [1, 2, 4, 10].

In the latest years, and with the introduction of the Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GANs) [6, 25], DL has skyrocketed to
new experimental and implementation heights, finding solutions
by utilizing the powerful augmentation advantages of adversarial
approaches. In particular, the GAN architecture, is based on a pair
of neural opposing networks, a) the Generator G and b) the Dis-
criminator D, that play and adversarial game with each other [5, 7].
G usually takes a random noise input and tries to mimic the real
data of the respective DL problem. On the contrary, D is a network
trained to distinguish between the fake data produced byG and the
real samples of the given dataset. The GAN architecture aims in
training both networks, so that the Generator can produce realistic
samples that the Discriminator can’t differentiate from the real ones
and vice versa. After the training of a GAN network it is common
to use the G component to solve the subsequent problem. This
methodology relies on the fact thatG is trained to produce realistic
data and as so establishes an active knowledge-driven baseline to
tackle the problem.

As it is slowly becoming apparent, the ethical outcomes or the
fairness of the produced model plays a major role in its conse-
quent performance [8, 17, 23, 24, 29]. It is often difficult, though,
to evaluate a model’s fairness in wide scale applications like in
the novel field of Federated Learning (FL), which undertakes the
decentralized training of DL models in distributed networks, aimed
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at data-agnostic training procedures in order to ensure the privacy
and security of the remote data [15]. Since in this case the train-
ing data and its aspects, like their heterogeneity and distribution,
are unknown, the need for a way to measure the fairness of the
produced models becomes critical. As of yet, some work on reduc-
ing the bias of the data accumulated and in extend generated by
adversarial networks has been made. In particular, the authors of
[28] present the FairGAN, a fairness-aware GAN architecture that
learns to be fair during training. One setback with this solution is
that an additional network, i.e. an extra D module, is introduced
in the training process, that opposes the disparate accumulation
of data by relying on a conditional protected attribute pointing at
a certain group in the data. This means that the education of the
models has to be further parameterized on the remote end point
in the case of FL. The same principle is also explored in [9] where
they employ an additional D to discriminate unfair bias towards
protected categories and they evaluate their proposal by analyzing
the model’s bias-variance dilemma to prove its performance against
benchmark fairness-oriented datasets. In another work, the authors
in [26] present an adversarial representation learning methodol-
ogy, ensuring the fairness models used by third parties. They, map
known fairness evaluation metrics like, a) demographic parity, b)
equal opportunity and others to the adversarial training process.
They document their method with experimental results that prove
the utility of their proposal. This method, though, imposes on the
training process of the proposed model, making it again oriented.
on the correct parametrization of the model during training in a
data-dependent manner.

It is also important to mention the metrics currently used for
optimization of fairness problems. They are divided into three main
categories, a) Pre-Process, b) In-Process and c) Post-Process, uti-
lizing measures like i) Normalized prejudice index, ii) Disparate
impact, iii) Equalized ods, etc., which are based mostly on training
set and process oriented solutions. The wide range of the aforemen-
tioned metrics and techniques are well documented and described
in [18]. The aforementioned metrics cannot be compared with the
content and outcomes of this work, since they present an entirely
different approach on the fairness problem which relies, not on the
model, but on the data and so they are directly incompatible for the
comparison.

This work is mainly oriented in classifying and ranking DL
models’ fairness in an unsupervised manner by comparing pre-
trained models in a distributed fashion. Specifically, this paper
presents a fairness measuring mechanism that relies only on the
DL models, without any prior interaction and knowledge of the
training procedure or the data used in the aforementioned process.
The producedmethodology usesminimal parametrization and relies
only on the given pre-trained models. This work aims in producing
the means to measure DL models rank of unfairness and present
a description of the unfair representations in the given model, i.e.
the classes that were not properly accumulated. The presented
paradigms are evaluated on benchmark datasets in order to facilitate
their general use. In retrospect, the contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows:

• Producing an unsupervised data-agnostic methodology for fair-
ness characterization of DL models: The produced methodol-
ogy was developed in respect to systems that do not have
access to the training data or procedure of a given model
and must evaluate its fairness for subsequent use, as in the
case of federated architectures.

• Introducing a Fairness evaluationmetric:An evaluationmetric
is developed in order to help characterize the fairness of DL
models in data-agnostic meta-use.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains
the methodology used for the solution of the fairness discovery
problem, while Section 3 presents the evaluation of the introduced
methodology. Finally, Section 4 concludes this work.

2 METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology assumes that several pre-trained adver-
sarial models are available and aims to evaluate their fairness for a
classification problem in a federated system. The available models
correspond to the ones provided by the workers in the distributed
architecture. As it is shown in Figure 1 the suggested approach fol-
lows four main axis, namely, a) Data Clustering, b) Class Ranking ,
c) Biased Class Identification and d) Fairness Factor Calculation.

Figure 1: Fairness Factor Calculation Pipeline

2.1 Data Clustering
For the purpose of effectively measuring the distribution of knowl-
edge of the given DL models, the need for data on which analysis
will be performed, occurs. Since, it is assumed, that there is no
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access to the training data, the evaluation data are augmented by
the models in two main data augmentation techniques. This is done
to establish a knowledge baseline and because of the intended use
of this method (distributed learning).

In addition to the data generated by the given under evaluation
DL models Gi from latent representations, we also deform the
latent space on random directions [27] that correspond to semantic
manipulations (shifts). In order to perform these shifts and control
the generated data, two components are trained for each model
Gi , first a matrix AERdxK , where d is the dimensionality of the
latent space of Gi and K corresponds to the number of directions
in the latent space. Then a reconstructor R which obtains an image
pair (Gi ,G(z +A(aek ))) and outputs R(I1, I2) = (k ′,a′). Here ek is
a unit vector and a is a scalar, while k ′ and a′ are the prediction
of a direction index k , and a prediction of a shift magnitude a,
respectively. The learning is perfomed using the a minimisation
process on the following loss function:

min
A,R

E
z,k,a

L(A,R) =min
A,R

E
z,k,a

[Lcl (k,k
′) + cLr (a,a

′)] (1)

where Lcl is the cross-entropy and Lr is the mean absolute error,
while we selected experimentally c = 0.25.

Following the data generation process, the obtained data IDi of
the models Gi are aggregated and normalized to a given range.
Next, a dimentionality reduction algorithm (e.g. tSNE) is applied
transfering the data into a space Idi , with d << D and the best
size/information loss trade-off. Both the normalization and dimen-
tionality reduction are data-dependent so no threshold can be ex-
trapolated for a wide variety of produced data. The samples are
also transformed to a one-hot encoded vector per sample. Then the
data are fed to a K-means clustering instance. Before the clustering,
though, the data are shuffled sufficiently to reduce the clusterer’s
bias. A separate index named dset keeps track of the correspon-
dence between the shuffled samples and the dataset they came from.
The number of clusters can either be selected manually or be found
using the elbow method. In this work, the Kneedle algorithm [22]
was leveraged to dynamically find the number of clusters C for the
clustering process.

2.2 Class Ranking
Subsequent to the fitting of the K-means algorithm with the data,
the produced labels are correlated with the original data. To finalize
the analysis of the models, two more parameters are computed, a)
the population matrix and b) the mean standard deviation distance
matrix of the samples. In order to calculate the population matrix
Pm of the samples per cluster of each dataset, each sample is as-
signed to the matrix following the intersection of the thee arrays.
Then Pmm is simply the amount of elements in each Pm

j
i where

i signifies the dataset index and j denotes the label index of the
samples. The mean standard deviation distance matrix Dm of the
distances between the samples of a cluster is also calculated. The
class ranking is produced by (2):

Ri = arдsort(Pmi ) (2)

where R is the rank matrix of the data and Ri denotes the rank
vector of ith model based on the population of each cluster in
matrix Pm.

2.3 Biased Class Identification
Since the classes have been identified and ranked, the threshold on
which the biased classes end, and the rightly accumulated classed
begin, must be calculated. This is achieved by the following process
for each Ri vector. First, the vector is logarithmically normalized.
Subsequently, it is smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay Filter. This
filter was chosen because of the unpredictable nature of the popula-
tion vector, i.e. the uneven gaps between populations that produce
noise that will obscure the calculation of the threshold point. Equa-
tion (3) describes the smoothing process of the population vector.

Rsmoothed ji
=

1
h


pi −1
2∑

k=− pi −1
2

ak loд(Ri j+1 )

 (3)

Here Rismoothed is the denoised ith population vector point, h is
the normalization factor, pi denotes the number of points of the
vector,ak is the smoothing coefficient andRi j+1 is the corresponding
jth element of vector Ri . Then, the Kneedle algorithm is again
employed to find the saturation point spkneed of Rismoothed , while
a relative saturation point spr el is calculated by finding the first
local maxima of Rismoothed . The absolute saturation point spabs is
computed using the following formula (4):

spiabs =
spikneed + sp

i
r el

2
− 1 (4)

where spikneed = Kneedle(Rismoothed ) and sp
i
r el =

���▽2(Rismoothed )
���
0

signifying the first peak found in Rsmoothed i . Since spiabs is the
index of the saturation point of the sorted population vector and
also denotes the number of certain biased clusters. In the Fig. 2 ,
blue shows the spikneed , red shows the spir el and green shows the
spiabs class predictions.

2.4 Fairness divergence indicator (Fdi)
Calculation

Finally, the last step is to calculate the Fairness factor of each model.
This was done by first finding the difference between the tangent of
the curve of biased clusters atanb and the tangent of curve the rest
of the clusters atanr in respect to the x-axis, i.e. a line with slope
0. In Fig 2 the inclining curve of points depicts the increase of the
population of each ith cluster j in matrix Pm. The more balanced
the model and the distribution it produced, in respect to the other
models, the more the angle of tangent of the curve would tend
to zero itself. Thus, the bigger the incline, the more unbalanced a
model is. By subtracting atanb which produces a factor of diver-
gence from the rest of the data and atanr which shows the factor
of the dataset’s tendency to be balanced, we achieve a measurable
divergence indicator di . The final Fairness factor is deducted by
multiplying the divergence indicator with the percentage of biased
clusters and themean standard deviation of the samples in the spabs
point’s cluster. Equation (6) presents the Fairness factor calculation
formula. Let

atanb = arctan(▽
(∑spabs

k=1 Rksmoothed/spabs

)
)
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and

atanr = arctan(▽
(∑p

k=spabs+1
Rksmoothed/(spabs + 1 − p)

)
)

where p is the number of points in Rsmoothed . If the divergence
indicator is

di = |atanb − atanr | (5)
Then,

Ff = loд(
spabs
p

∗ di ∗ Dmj ) (6)

Here, Ff formulates the Fairness factor and Dmj denotes the mean
distance between the samples of the jth cluster produced by the
model. Finally, it was found that the higher value of the |Fdi | the
fairest the model is.

Figure 2: Population curves predicted on Digit MNIST.

3 EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the proposed methodology and Fairness evalu-
ation metric, two benchmark datasets were utilized, namely, the i)
Digit MNIST and ii) Fashion MNIST datasets, introducing morpho-
logically different benchmark image data. The data were chosen
based on the fact that they do not contain any natural biases than
can affect the validation of the presented methodology, like, out-
liers, elements that diverge from the goal of the dataset like color
augmentation and others. The experiments were run on a Linux
workstation consisting of 16Gb RAM memory, an i7 intel core pro-
cessor and an NVIDIA GTX 1080 8Gb GPU. For the sake of the
experiment four DCGAN networks [19] were trained on four dif-
ferent distributions of each dataset. Specifically, for each dataset,
one model was trained on all of the classes equally, and the others
were trained on 10%-20% of the corresponding 1st, 3rd and 5th
classes, respectively. Each model was made to generate 10000 sam-
ples using the simple Self Data Generation technique but also using
latent direction shifts produced by the second method, Augmented
Generation based on Latent Deformation Random Directions. This
resulted in four aggregated generated datasets, the i) Simple Digit

Dataset n_clusters epochs Latent Dimension Batch Size

Digit MNIST 30 30 64 128
Fashion MNIST 25 35 64 128
Augmented Digit MNIST 26 10000 64 16
Augmented Fashion MNIST 27 1000 64 16

Table 1: Scenario Configuration

MNIST, the ii) Simple Fashion MNIST , the iii) Augmented Digit
MNIST and the iv) Augmented Fashion MNIST. Attributes used
for the training and data generation are described in Table 1. It is
clear that the training of the models was sub-optimal, which was
preferred to simulate the uncertainly of a model of unknown train-
ing environment. Table 2 summarizes the results of the proposed
method on the different datasets on different configurations, which
are also described in Table1.

Model Fair Model 1 Model 3 Model 5

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 3: Unfair Classes , i) original, ii) predicted on Digit MNIST , iii) pre-
dicted on Augmented Digit MNIST

(i)

Model 1 Model 3 Model 5

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 4: Unfair Classes , i) original, ii) predicted on Fashion MNIST , iii) pre-
dicted on Augmented Fashion MNIST

As can be seen in Fig 3 and 4 the Fdi method succeeds in finding
the most unfair classes. For the sake of the results, only the most
unfair class is depicted. In the first row of the two figures, the classes
of the original dataset are depicted and on the rest the predicted
most unfair class. As was mentioned, three of the four models
were trained on a small percentage of a certain class of the original
dataset. In this case, the Digit MNIST GANs were trained to be
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Dataset Model Unfair Class di Fdi
Fair 3 0.00041 -12.9

Unfair c1 5 0.00074 -10.6
Unfair c3 3 0.00382 -9.7Digit MNIST

Unfair c5 3 0.00947 -8.7
Fair 3 1.66e-05 -14.18

Unfair c1 5 0.0025 -8.85
Unfair c3 7 0.00028 -10.9Digit MNIST tSNE

Unfair c5 2 0.015 -7.73
Fair 2 0.0171 -8.56

Unfair c1 3 0.0064 -8.72
Unfair c3 2 0.0031 -10.33Fashion MNIST

Unfair c5 2 0.0221 -8.25
Fair 3 0.0011 -9.27

Unfair c1 4 0.0089 -7.8
Unfair c3 4 0.0037 -8.48Fashion MNIST tSNE

Unfair c5 2 0.0155 -8.1

Table 2: Scenario Results

biased on the numbers 1, 3 and 5, while the Fashion MNIST models
are biased towards the trousers, dress and sandals (classes 1,3,5)
respectively. For the digits, the method produces the exact match
of the biased classes. A note has to be made that the method found
that class 0 of the digits is unfair. This is true because the proposed
method produces the relative biased classes to the rest of the model.
But in the case of the digits the same class was found to be biased in
all the experiments of both the simple and additionally augmented
data. This reveals that the model trained equally on all classes is
in fact, though involuntarily, unfair towards 0. In contradiction,
the Fdi indicates that this model is the less biased, as it has the
bigger absolute value among the other models. Furthermore, as it
can be seen in Table 2 and from the Fashion MNIST predicted unfair
classes, the Augmented Fashin MNIST data were not suitable for
this process due to its high saturation during augmentation. The
method still did find a large portion of the biased samples.

4 CONCLUSION
The technology of Federated Learning is steadily but surely in-
truding in the modern distributed Deep Learning deployments. Its
powerful effect on trained model in parallel to its ability to preserve
the privacy of the data and data owners while training models with
distributed knowledge makes this technique a major stepping stone
for the modernization and optimization of contemporary smart
systems. Though a lot of work has been performed in equalizing
the fairness of the models through detecting the balance of the
training data or trying to balance the model mid-training, little
has been done to recognize unfair model in the FL environment
moreover so in an unsupervised manner. To tackle this straggle,
the presented work produced an novel unsupervised methodology
for detecting the level of unfairness of a DL model and finds the
weakest learned classes. Fdi is introduced, which is an evaluation
metric for quantizing the level of unfairness of a model along with
the method of weighting the model’s knowledge and producing its
weakest learned points in a data-agnostic way. The results reveal
that the proposed methodology can successfully identify a big por-
tion of the unbalanced classes and present a way to measure that
unfairness.
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